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Welcome to our June Newsletter
In our summer edition find out about why cows drink silently, how cows should transition
and caring for calves. The latest grass samples averages are on the back page too! Nice to see
we’ve finally had some rain but we hope you’ve enjoyed the recent sunshine too...

Do you grow wholecrop and see grains in the cow manure?
It’s wasted energy and potentially more milk! This is what to check and possibly change
this year:
Is the crop harvested at the correct time? If it’s too dry the grains won’t soften, passing
straight through the cow
Is it chopped short enough? She needs to eat the straw too not sort through the ration!
Let’s do a Penn State Test
Is the machine breaking enough of the grain? Machine set-up is critical, you didn’t
spend all this money growing the crop to not break the grains and get the goodness,
Do you need an additive? How well does the whole crop normally keep? Has feed value been lost in previous years by heating or mould growth? Ask about the feed loss
calculator to work out the cost benefit of additive on your farm.
So having just added at least four jobs to the already packed to do list, why not let SC Nutrition help, we can discuss the correct harvest time, carry out the Penn State Separator test
during harvest, check the grains are breaking enough and help you calculate the value of
additive.
The aim is better feed and feed that is used by the cow, so the next time you use wholecrop
you don’t see all your hard work growing great home grown feed for your cows being
washed quite literally down the drain!

Our Vision is to Empower and Support our Farmers to Maintain a Healthy Herd and Bu
Sharing Scientific Knowledge and Expertise to Provide Targeted Solutions to the Farmi
Transition Cows and “The Red Zone”
I do not know how many times I’ve picked up my neighbour on the side of the road, walking
along with his petrol can in hand towards the nearest station. His petrol gauge does not work
and although he knows when to refuel, he pushes it. He tries to run on fumes, and it does not
work out that well.
It does not work well to run your cows on fumes, either. When the dry matter in the diet decreases, it opens a whole lot of problems – the empty rumen leads to displaced abomasum. If
energy isn’t coming from dry matter then body fat is mobilized, leading to ketosis or fatty liver
and impaired liver function. Lack of dry matter also sets up a poor immune response leading to
greater incidence of mastitis and metritis.
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How will you know if your nutrition program is working? Some goals to shoot for might be (just
so you know – there are several goal charts published which all vary a bit, but are roughly in the
same neighbourhood):
Goals for healthy dairies:
Milk fever < 3%
Retained placenta/metritis < 5-7%
Ketosis < 3%
Displaced abomasum < 3%
Mastitis < 3% per month/clinical
< 15% repeat cases in affected cows
Another area that can often bring problems in a transition barn, is the over feeding of Close-Up
Dry Cows. Not surprising, when you realise our forages are often 11 ME plus and our aim is to
feed them a diet roughly equivalent to maintenance plus 10 litres.
“We still have far too many cows in far too many herds that leave early due to health problems
around the [time of] transition,” says Dr. Jim Drackley, professor of dairy science at the University of Illinois. Energy balance may have a lot to do with this problem. “Dry cows don’t do a very
good job of regulating energy intake to meet requirements… so they easily consume more than
they require.” A controlled-energy dry-cow diet is one approach to improve this situation. Data
from a U of IL study (2007) shows that overfed dry cows ate 156% — and as much as 185% — of
their energy requirement. These cows saw a “marked drop-off” in feed intake around the time of
calving. They also had higher blood non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA) and liver triglyceride levels
than dry cows restricted to 80% of their energy requirements. Post-calving feed intake also
picked up much more slowly in these cows than the controlled- or limit-fed cows. This approach
(limit-feeding) is not advocated for dry cows, Drackley cautions. However, controlling energy intake by pairing low-energy forages with maize silage is one solution. Check out your transition
cow ration and work toward optimizing the energy in their diet. Healthy transition cows can
mean better start-ups and improved productivity and profitability in the lactating herd.
Want to discuss your dry cow program further or find out more, give Steve a call on 07718
086911

usiness. We do this by Putting the Farmer First and
ing Community.
Calf Rearing & Milk Powder
We do not always talk about the long term affects poor calf management can have on the productivity of
your future herd and the hidden financial losses that come with it.
That is why the team at SC Nutrition Ltd are passionate in ensuring calves get the best start to maximise
herd production and health for farmers replacement milking herd and ultimately saving them money!

Small changes to calf management can have major influences on milk production, health, and fertility.
The key areas to focus on are:
Cleanliness- Are buckets and bottles clean of old milk build up and dirty??
Quality- Does colostrum and milk powders meet calf needs for good growth and gut immunity??
Quantity- Is milk powder being feed at correct ratio every time??
Quickness- Are calves getting 10% of their body weight of colostrum within first 2 hours of life??

For more information on how SC Nutrition Ltd can help your calf management or advise on what milk
powders are best to use, get in contact with Tori today on 07500 205974

Did you know cows drink silently?
.. Or at least they should. In the wild cows avoid making a sound whilst drinking and often
stay in a group to feel safe. Our cows too, should drink silently and prefer to be in a group
whilst drinking. Why do our cows sometimes not drink silently?
•
Cows dislike the taste of the water - when was the water last tested?
•
The trough is dirty - can we clean it out?
•
Is there feed residue on the surface of the water - time to clean the trough?
How many water troughs have you got? By spending 10 minutes a day, 7 troughs are cleaned
every week.
Is she able to drink in a group? She is naturally part of the herd so drinking together is normal
behaviour, but why is this important?
She feels safe
She drinks more
She is healthier
She produces more milk
These are all potential outcomes but what is the cost?

A new trough @ £150 + 10 minutes/day cleaning @£2.50
= Cow health and potentially more milk
A clean trough with enough space and enough fresh water is a requirement that can easily be
met and when combined with a consistent and regular cleaning routine will increase the herd
health and milk production for years to come. Want advice on water space and quality call
Emma on 07712 165609
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